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Introductions

Missouri Association of Manufacturers:

• Vision of Promoting, Preserving, and Advancing 

manufacturing in the state of Missouri.

• Bringing Value to their members.

Veryable

• Operational platform designed by Operations leaders 

for Operations leaders.

• 42 Major Manufacturing markets across the U.S.

• Deep expertise as Operational Strategists, vested in 

revitalizing the American manufacturing sector.

Pat Dippel

• Veryable – President, West Division

• From St. Louis, graduated from Missouri S&T

• 20 years of manufacturing experience

• GE, Express Scripts, SunEdison, Private Equity

• Lean, Ops transformation, Mfg. Strategy, Productivity 

Pat Dippel

President, West Division

LinkedIn Profile

pdippel@veryableops.com

1 2 3 4 5 6

https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrickdippel
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Annual STRATEGIC Planning
Why is this important for a business?

1. Strategic Clarity – the process helps define and align goals across an organization 

so that there is a clear and consistent direction on efforts and initiatives towards a 

desired outcome.

2. Focus – when done well and regularly reviewed and updated, the organization can 

stay focused on the long-term objectives instead of being sidetracked by day to day 

operations.

3. Benchmark Performance – measure and track against last year and to the plan.

4. Gaps and Opportunities – understanding what is and is not working allows a refined 

plan, improvement opportunities, and new innovation.

5. Resource Allocation – tracking against a budget will understand how effective you 

are against a plan, and allow you to cut costs against misaligned goals.

6. Engagement and Buy-In - this will allow all stakeholders to understand the mission 

as well as the importance to the organization, ensuring they understand their piece.

Start with the end in mind – work backwards from there.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual STRATEGIC Planning
What is needed for success?

1. Focus Areas

2. Goals and Objectives (these should link across levels of an organization)

3. Measurement – how and when

4. Actions

5. Owners

6. Due Dates

7. Budget

Understand the roadmap – know where you are and if you are getting the 

outcomes you need.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual STRATEGIC Planning
Where and why plans fail?

1. Lack of engagement

2. Unrealistic goals

3. Lack of flexibility

4. Lack of resources

5. Inadequate communication

6. Lack of follow-through

7. Misalignment between business strategy and team goals

Self police and attack these issues in real time.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual OPERATIONAL Planning
Why is this important for a business?

• Links the functions of a business – Sales, Marketing, Product, and Operations

• This is done many different ways – S&OP, estimates from current year/run rate, etc. – 

NOTE, logically and directionally they may be correct but at a more granular level they 

are wrong.

• So what are we looking to understand…

This alone is a complicated model

• Understand capacity – where is the excess, where are the bottlenecks

• Understand the impact of mix and COGS on profitability

• Overhead – (volume)

• Materials – (inflation/deflation, scrap, alternatives, supply)

• Labor – typically viewed as unconstrained, lead-time, and time/dollar variance 

has an enormous impact, (most controllable aspect).

• Pricing – understanding impact to profitability and standing in the market.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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STRATEGIC and OPERATIONAL Planning
What’s the difference?

They are the same thing

Vision (What)

Value (Why)

Steps (How)

“One of the most important things a great leader can do is to take a complex 

problem and break it down into manageable and measurable steps.”

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strategic Planning

Operational Planning
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Annual Planning
Where does this touch our process?

Example Inputs Process Outputs

Manufacturing Raw material, returning material from 

outside processing, purchased goods

Machining, assembly, fabrication, etc. Finished goods to stock, shipped to 

customer, replenished kanban

Logistics Container, Bill of Lading, Truck, etc. Cross docking, loading/unloading, etc. Container, truck, train, B/L

Warehousing Raw material, returning material from 

outside processing, purchased goods

Pick pack, kitting, etc. Finished goods to pack/ship.

Operational Planning

Strategic 

Planning

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual Planning
Strategic and Operational Planning are linked

“What’s measured improves” – Peter Drucker

Metrics – the mechanism behind how performance is quantified, typically 

a specific business process at an operational level.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual Planning
Strategic and Operational Planning are linked

Operational metrics represent the tactical managerial priorities that ultimately drive 

returns.

Because of that, our discussion will be focused on these Operational 

metrics.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual Planning
In a variety of ways, they really tell us two important things.

Pricing 

Realization

Total 

Supply 

Chain 

COGS

Equipment 

Uptime

Asset 

Utilization

Inventory 

Turnover

SG&A 

Productivity

Labor 

Productivity

Material 

Deflation

On-Time 

Delivery

Volume 

Growth
Labor 

Efficiency

Inventory 

Accuracy

Cycle Time

Lead Time

OTIF
Safety Near 

Misses

External 

Defects

DELIVERY QUALITY PRODUCTIVITY INVENTORY SAFETY

How well we service our 

customers?
How well we run our 

Operations?

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual Planning
How Well Do You Service Your Customers?

Customers pay for goods produced and services provided.  The ability to hold up that end 

of the bargain plays a large factor on if they will come back again.

• Meeting quality requirements is a must - what good is the product if customers can’t 

use it.

• Delivering on time is crucial, customers plan their business around a product. 

• Delivering late can create delays or shut downs in an operations, triggering fines from 

the end customer or loss of business.

• How well an operation performs relative to their competitors is a large consideration 

with who a customer will decide to go with in the future.

• A single impactful instance can damage a relationship quickly.

• When customers are lost to poor performance, it impedes an operation’s ability to 

grow.

• A business either shrinks or new business just replaces lost business.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Annual Planning
How Well Do You Run Your Operation?

The product or service that a business performs creates value for their shareholders, the 

industry, and the employees at that company.  How well they use the systems, 

equipment, materials, and labor determines how much value they create.

• Operations is extremely volatile - leaders are dealing with daily changes to mix, 

volume, capacity, availability, production schedules, bottlenecks, labor constraints, etc.

• Operational leaders are constantly trying to balance and optimize requirements and 

resources on a daily basis.

• These decisions are important and have a big impact on gets produced that day.

• These decisions compound and can greatly impact the ability to ship product to 

customers on time, and the profitability of the work.

• Unless they can successfully balance all of these, there is a risk of losing business 

and/or losing profit margin.

• Unless there are ways to continuously improve in both of these areas, there is a risk of 

falling behind the competition and losing market share.

• Operations is hard!

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
There are only two ‘ways to win’ for US manufacturers and their 
respective supply chains…

Delight the Customer Level the Playing Field

What they want, 

when they want it

Mass Customization

Asset-light 

manufacturing efficiency

Speed Agility Infinite Capacity

Achieve Lot Size 1 flexibilityDeliver to request, on-time, and in full

Manufacturers’

Imperative:

Ways to win:

Realizing these two ‘ways to win’ requires fundamental disruption with 

traditional operating models by most businesses today.

1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Delight the Customer

What they want, 

when they want it

Mass Customization

Deliver to request, on-time, and in full

Manufacturers’

Imperative:

Ways to win:
Across the Industrial 

sector, we found that 

every 1% reduction in 

Lead Time translated 

into 0.5% increase in 

order rates.

1

Ways to Win
Ensure Customer Satisfaction 

Realizing these two ‘ways to win’ requires fundamental disruption with 

traditional operating models by most businesses today.

Delight the Customer

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Know Where You Have Bottlenecks

Delight the Customer

Common bottlenecks that can impact Lead Time:

• Production Capacity – Typically labor, but it can also be equipment capacity.

• Material Availability – Long lead time, shortages, supplier capacity / delays.

• Production Setup – Long changeovers, or large batch sizes can extend lead time.

• Quality Control – Poor quality processes can require incremental inspection time.

• Transportation – Inefficient transportation and logistics operations, long sit time.

• Information Sharing – Poor information and communication can delay decisions.

• Agility – Inability to react quickly to signals along the supply chain will create delays.

If these bottlenecks elongate lead time, then you need to eliminate them

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Enabling speed and productivity

Level the Playing Field

Asset-light 

manufacturing efficiency

Speed Agility Infinite Capacity

Achieve Lot Size 1 flexibility

Manufacturers’

Imperative:

Ways to win:

2
Given the importance 

of speed, operations 

leaders must figure 

out how to optimize 

speed without 

incremental cost - 

faster than their 

competition can.

Realizing these two ‘ways to win’ requires fundamental disruption with 

traditional operating models by most businesses today.

Level the Playing Field

1 2 3 4 5 6
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• Missed revenue potential

• Constrained business growth

• Negligible labor productivity over the 

last 5 years across most sectors

• Past due orders and long lead times

• Risk averse approach and conservative 

hiring practices

• Outsourcing to regions with lower 

labor cost and more flexible labor pools

• Continued hollowing out of the middle 

class and businesses in higher cost 

regions 

• Manufacturers have traditionally been 

forced to plan capacity based on averages

– Historically there has been no alternative: 

upfront costs to recruit and acquire skilled labor, 

capital and equipment constraints, etc.

• This practice hurts businesses by limiting 

revenue growth and productivity

• Small businesses are affected most as the 

demand swings are more significant as is 

the need to grow their businesses

Demand

Labor 

Capacity

Lost 

productivity

Missed 

revenue

Fundamental Challenges Implications

Ways to Win
Enabling speed and productivity

Level the Playing Field

This ongoing balancing act is why operations is hard, and impacts the business

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Know How To Drive Productivity

Level the Playing Field

Productivity is a measure of output generated in relation to the inputs 

used. There are three basic ways to drive positive productivity: Outputs

Inputs1. Increase Outputs, while using the same amount of Inputs

2. Maintain current Outputs, while using less Inputs

3. Increase Outputs, while using less Inputs

• Note – Negative Productivity can be created with an increase in 

cost inputs (overtime) or limited availability of work over a time 

period. 

Productivity is magnified by driving both components at the same time

+ Outputs

= Inputs

= Outputs

- Inputs

+ Outputs

- Inputs

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Example Scenario: Averages

Level the Playing Field

Scenario #1 – Planning for Averages

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Example Scenario: Realistic

Level the Playing Field

Scenario #2 – Reality of What Happens

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Example Scenario: Blended

Level the Playing Field

Scenario #3 – A Blended Approach

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Ways to Win
Comparison of Example Scenarios

Level the Playing Field

Performance Comparison

• Significantly improved performance across all Operational Metrics in Scenario #3.

• With no improvement to the process itself, execution alone improved enough to hold 

their stated lead time.

• Which would allow those improvements/reductions to flow through in the future.

• Inventory reduction, could free cash up for future investments and growth expansion.

• Improved operational performance translated directly to the bottom line in margin lift.

• 8% improvement in Lead Time would likely lead to 4% order growth or an 

additional $218k in orders on their current $5.46M annualized revenue.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Metrics and Maturity
Driving performance requires a change of thinking

1 2 3 4 5 6
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What is Your Current State?
Operational Metrics

1 2 3 4 5 6
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What is Your Current State?
Operational Maturity

Stage 1

• Ad-hoc communication, 

coordination, and control

• Unpredictable, uncontrolled 

reactive processes

• No automation

• No central infrastructure

Stage 2

• Managed communication and 

coordinated decision making

• Processes are managed and 

measured but not entirely 

standardized and repeatable

• Some instances of automation

• Basic central infrastructure

Stage 3

• Collaboration, shared decision 

making and accountability

• Processes are standardized 

across the organization; ad-hoc 

analysis performed to identify 

inefficiencies and bottlenecks

• Central automated processes 

and analysis of metrics against 

the business goals

• Visibility and predictability of 

end to end processes

Stage 4

• Effective knowledge sharing 

and individual empowerment

• Optimized processes and real-

time visibility, decision-making 

capabilities

• Self-service automation, self-

learning using analytics and 

self-remediation

Basic

Operational Maturity Model

1 2 3 4 5 6

>95% of operations fall into Stage 

1 and Stage 2 Maturity Levels

Operational Performance is necessary to differentiate your business
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Metrics and Maturity
Create a cycle that drives improved performance

Delivery, Quality, Cost Productivity, 

Inventory, Safety

Linked to Strategy

Balanced

Comprehensive

Used to take action

Highly Visible

Monitored across levels

Aggressive but Achievable

Targeted on internal and external 

benchmarks

Strategy and Planning

Process Management

Resource Management

Performance Measurement

Technology and Systems

Risk Management

Supplier and Customer Relationships

Organizational Culture

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Strategy in Action
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Strategic and Operational Planning in Action
Actual example

…to be a world class supplier in the precision machining space for high requirement industries. 

Vision (What)

Value (Why)

Steps (How)

…to control the mix, programs, and customers that fit our expertise and drive sustained EBITDA 

improvements

• Flawless quality and perfect service when they want (PPM / OTD to request date)

• Understand and fix what we can. (Profitability)

• Rationalize use of actual / theoretical capacity

• Get faster than anyone else (lead time)

• Create capacity (cycle time)

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Strategic and Operational Planning in Action
Actual results
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EBITDA Cycle Time

Process of 30/60/90 day 
reviews of projects. 
Established Net Labor 
Efficiency as productivity 
metric. Low hanging fruit 
and minor projects. $900k 
in initial projects

Turnaround
Change 
Strategy

Growth through Strategy Execution

Driving cycle time through 
setup standardization, 
improvements to NLE and 
improving OTD.

Focused on getting the right people in the 
right place, introducing a team to a more 
mature view of operations, learning how to 
measure and manage.

Worked through 
high-complexity, 
non-strategic work. 

 

Reduced inventory 
by $1.1M completing 
the strategic 
transition.   

Standing up parts at 
Plant 1 until volume 
increases then move 
to Plant 2.  

Dual source Plant 1 
& 2 on process of 
record parts to 
increase flexibility. 

Flushing WIP ($1M 
reduction in first six 
months of 2014), moving 
away from science 
projects into strategic 
production. Established 13 
week capacity reviews.

Trained 5 additional 
programmers to relieve 
bottleneck, cross training 
program established to 
reduce single points of 
failure

Cross training complete 
and working, used new 
programmers for process 
improvements 
eliminating programming 
bottleneck, real-time 
performance to standards  
metric, team leaders 
given NLE improvement 
targets which were 
monitored and actioned 
daily.

Invested $2M in 
equipment to drive 
productivity, kaizan 
events, PO to first chip.  
Payback 8 months 
average.

FTE ran the operation, “save the day 
mentality”, protective of knowledge.

Cleaned house, 
suffered through 
ghost of layoffs 
past.

Manned bottleneck, 
aggressively attacked 
future bubbles of 
load.

Build equipment 
SME’s, focused on 
program clean-up, 
stabilized processes.

Needed Labor – no 
bench, talent spread 
too thin, could not 
scale, drove cost.

Business

Labor

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Strategic and Operational Planning in Action
A jumping off point as a strategic plan for Operations leaders

While each operation is unique and their inherent challenges are different there is a 

general recommendation that can serve as a solid base in strategic planning.

Attack 
Delivery

Attack 
Productivity

Refine 
Product Mix

Attack 
Speed

Create 
Capacity

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Where to Start
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Where to Start?
You should start today, right where you are…

Labor impacts Performance through all of your Operational Metrics

• Start with your first problem

• Eliminate Labor as a functional constraint inside your Operations

• Create agility and flexibility into all areas and shifts, leverage strategically

• Drive that agility and flexibility into your supply base and logistics networks

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Where to Start
Labor does not need to be a constraint.

Our mission is to revitalize the American 

manufacturing sector by allowing 

businesses to “variablize” labor costs in 

small increments. This lets them increase 

costs only as their output increases, which 

will empower businesses to scale while 

maintaining a lower and more constant 

cost structure.

We aim to achieve this through our 

technology, which enables us to transform 

an antiquated and inefficient labor market 

into a real-time marketplace for labor. This 

will put more people to work and relieve 

the burden on producers, improving 

overall productivity and enabling organic 

growth.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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